Self-Guided Walking

ART TOUR

Duke Medicine Pavilion

Health Facts: Average of 450 steps & .25 mile
Mark Hewitt

*Belle of the Ball*

Ceramics

Pittsboro, NC

“The sentinel, *Belle of the Ball*, is a summation of all the influences important to me. Its strong form and vibrant glaze combines with a playful finial to create a perceptive and witty extrapolation of vernacular pottery traditions. Strong and elegant, sleek and beguiling, it sings a siren song.”

*Mark Hewitt*
David Goldhagen

*New Neptune Floating Vessel*

Hand Blown Glass

Hayesville, NC

“I’m capturing the energy of the movement of molten glass and incorporating bits of like-colored glass in intricate patterns to create the fluid, sensual feel of underwater. The interplay of the outside face and inside back surface of the bubble shape creates a mystery. Is this a three-dimensional form or an optical illusion?” *David Goldhagen*

*From 1 to 2 is 58 steps*
Claude Howell

*The Net Menders*

Serigraph

Wilmington, NC

Claude Howell (1915–1997) was one of the most important and influential artists and teachers in North Carolina in the 20th Century. He was well known for depicting the life of common boatyard workers, shrimpers, and fishermen. He chose these most iconic images for his 1970s series of serigraphs and named *The Net Menders*.
Colleen Black Semelka

Ephemeral
Ceramic Raku
Chapel Hill, NC

“Raku is a Japanese term which implies ease, pleasure and spontaneity. Highlighted by simplicity, it refers to a ceramic technique characteristic of 17th century tea master ware. I use this unpredictable art form to create large platters and classic vases. It is like a meditation, and I’m blessed to be a conduit.” Colleen Black Semelka
“I have spent much of my career painting flowers, most often as part of a floral bouquet in an interior or still life scene. Individual sunflowers, with their size and prominence, show up well in the outdoor landscape and allow me to explore these same subjects in their natural environment.”

Joseph Cave

Field of Sunflowers
Oil on Linen

Hendersonville, NC

From 4 to 5 is 170 steps
Duke Chapel view is another 31 steps
Rooftop Garden view is located on this floor
Duke Medicine Pavilion
Notable Artwork

Alexander Calder
Red Sumac, 1968
Main Concourse
210 steps (.12 mile) from DMP Lobby

Duke Medicine Circle
Medical Armed Forces
150 steps (.09 mile) from DMP Lobby

&

Promise
188 steps (.19 mile) from Medical Armed Forces

Free Guided Tours
4th Wednesdays of each month
2:00 p.m. – 2:30 p.m.
Starts in the DMP Lobby
We are pleased to offer arts programming to the patients, families, and staff of Duke University Hospital thanks to the generous donors supporting our program.

Mary Duke Biddle Foundation
North Carolina Arts Council
J. Scott Byrd Endowment Fund
Frank H. Kenan Endowment Fund
Janis Carter Stulman Endowment Fund
and individuals like you

If you would like to make a secure tax deductible contribution to our programs, visit our website. Look for this symbol in the upper right corner.

Or send contributions to:

Arts & Health at Duke
DUMC 3017
Durham, NC 27710
(919) 684-6124

artsandhealth.duke.edu